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Power Station 20th Live in Malaysia
Iconic Taiwanese rock duo to perform on 17 June at Arena of Stars
Genting Highlands, 8 March 2017 – Taiwanese rock duo Power Station needs no introduction:
the two have been around for as long as we can remember, and they can still pack a punch with
their performance.
And no doubt when they take to the stage at the Arena of Stars, Resorts World Genting on 17
June, 8.30pm, they will get their fans prancing as they pump up the party. In fact, the aim of
their concert this time around is to get their fans to sing along with them—the Chinese title of
the concert being, “Sing Together with Power Station.”
Power Station 20th Live in Malaysia carries great significance—it is the band's 20th anniversary
this year. They will mark this milestone by delivering most of their songs from their latest album,
but they will also include their classic hits.
Comprising Yu Chiu-hsin and Yen Chih-lin, Power Station was formed in 1997, electrifying the
music scene with their brand of fast-paced ballads as well as their rock anthems. And it is not
just their music that excites their fans: their physical appearance, complete with their trademark
long hair, stands out from others in the mainstream Chinese pop scene. The duo resembles the
typical western heavy metal musician.
At the end of the day, it's music that ensures a musician's lasting appeal and continuity in the
business—and Power Station has demonstrated it as what it takes to stay relevant from the time
they released their first album, Wu Qing de Qing Shu in the 1990s.
In 1998, they sang the theme song, Dang, for the TV drama, My Fair Princess. And in 2000, they
embarked on their world tour that covered concerts in China, Singapore, and Malaysia—helping
to cement their position as leading players in the international music scene.
Another successful album by Power Station is Walking Along Jhonghsiao East Street Nine Times.
The title track of that album—the Chinese version of the 1997 song, Takie Tango by Budka
Suflera—won the Silver Award for Best Mandarin Song at the 24th RTHK Top Ten Golden Song
Awards.

Tickets for Power Station 20th Live in Malaysia are priced at RM450 (VIP), RM350 (PS1), RM260
(PS2), RM190 (PS3), and RM130 (PS4). GRC (Genting Rewards Card) members enjoy 10%
discount via cash or credit card, and Genting Points and Rewards Point redemption. This is
applicable for all price scales. Admission is one ticket per person applicable to adults, children
of all ages and infants.
For more information, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com
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